Married student facility given trustees' blessings

Unanimous approval to the proposed married student housing project at this school was given by the State College Board of Trustees at a meeting held last Tuesday in Los Angeles.

The approval came subject to basically the same criteria that the school used in selecting the final project proposal.

The matter was brought before the trustees again due to questions raised at a meeting of the finance committee last Oct. 27. Recent visits to this campus by Trustees Charles Luckman and Dudley Swim were made to discuss problems in this area.

In other action approval was given an increase in foreign student tuition from $1,600 to $1,100 per academic year beginning next fall.

The hike will not affect foreign students who are currently enrolled in California State Colleges or those who have been accepted for admission on or before November 24, 1970 to a state college for any semester or quarter subsequent to the 1970-71 college year.

In most cases, the foreign student is not utilized on this campus or on most other campuses. What we should find out, is how each student can help the college that he attends." In further explaining this idea, Miller says, "through research, we have found that a three-per cent of the total enrollment of a college is a stable number for setting up an International Student Program."

"The key to setting up an Office of International Education Program," says Miller, "is to set up a model for all education institutions to follow by.

Miller outlined the program with two main points as foundation:

1. "What does an education in the U.S. do for the foreign student and what does it do for his country? By coming to the U.S. to get an education, the foreign student is able to achieve an education that far surpasses that which he can get in his own country.

2. "What does the foreign student bring to the college? In most cases, the foreign student is not utilized in this campus or on most other campuses. What we should find out, is how each student can help the college that he attends." In further explaining this idea, Miller says, "We have had knowledge of a foreign student's country, than they have of ours. I think it is a necessary objective to give each faculty member a brief history of the foreign students so that he may use this student in providing his classes with a better background on information."

"With this background, the American student will be more aware of the type of environment the foreign student sitting next to him has come from," continued Miller.

"Most of foreign students on this campus have a bread background of American history. Most of the students know who George Washington, Abe Lincoln, or J. William Fulbright are. How many students on this campus, or on any other campus know who the president of Nigeria is or who Simon Bolivar was?" he added.

This is the problem. With a good foundation, as described, the people of the U.S. can be more knowledgeable about the foreign students who occupy seats in their colleges or universities.

What do American colleges and universities look for when they screen applications from foreign students? What type of students are they looking for? If accepted, how will the foreign student pay for his education?

From turkey to ice cream

Approximately 150 local area children were served a free full course Thanksgiving dinner last Sunday night (Nov. 23) by the campus Veterans Club, Chi Omega Iota.

The dinner, which took place in the Veterans Memorial Building, included all the trimmings from turkey to ice cream. The dinner was cooked and served by the veterans and their wives to the children who had been selected by the San Luis Obispo Salvation Army. Also helping were several girls from the Home Economics Department.

Door prizes were given out during the dinner in a lucky few. Entertainment was provided in the form of a dancing sister-team and a magician. Most of the food had been generously donated by local area merchants.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Conflict, the sustenance of life

"His salary will continue whether or not he fight a war." This is what Mr. Boyce, Col. U.S. Army-retired, said in a recent article in the Mustang Daily. He was referring in this statement to imply that the American military establishment has nothing to gain by our nation's involvement in combat. I contend that this viewpoint does not reflect the truth. Whenever any nation engages in conflict thousands of men are voluntarily and involuntarily discharged from active duty. Furthermore, the more that the military establishment can brainwash the public into believing that there is a need for direct involvement and the need for larger and larger military "in the interest of national defense", the more certain the officers will be of job security and above all advancement.

The military is no different than industry. If a company is progressive and growing it can afford to pay higher salaries and grant promotions, but if the company can't sell its ideas and products then it must cut back overhead and that means the chopping block for many of its high level managers as well as the production worker. Evidence of this is quite apparent by observing companies affected by our recent recession. The existence of the military, if it can't sell its ideas of expansion to the public and more specifically to Congress, then it must cut back expenditures and personnel. When the military is not expanding it becomes more difficult for the upper echelons of the military to further their personal ambitions of promotion and power.

I am not saying that all military men want war, nor am I suggesting that there is no need for an armed force. In today's world it would be ludicrous to make such an assumption. But the size and the goals of the military must be thoroughly defined and closely regulated by the civilian society. General Dwight Eisenhower wrote an article several years before his death saying that the military-industrial complex and the power of the military high-command presents a constant threat to our free society. He pointed out that the military is an organization which is created by the nation for the purpose of carrying out the desires of the nation. And if the people lose control of that which they created for their own protection, then who is to say that that force will not turn upon them?

I believe that our military has grown in power to a point where there is a present threat to the continuation of civilian control. To be a child leading a Great Dane. Who controls who? Mayor Lindsay of New York recently said "New York City residents send $8 billion a year out of our city directly to support the war in Vietnam. Then $8 billion is almost 80 percent of our entire budget, with which to run 30 municipal hospitals, support 80,000 school teachers, 23,000 police men, 11,000 city firemen, police and personnel officers and so on. We spend another $1 billion out of the residents of our city to Washington to support the military in general, beyond the $3 billion that is allocated to Vietnam.

I would like to add one final note. Four years of my life was spent on active duty and I feel that I gave an honest effort to the defense of these ideals which make our country worth fighting for namely freedom of speech, choice and dissent within the confines of the law. However, I seriously question whether many of the laws which govern this country are supporting the ideals we are fighting for. It takes little research to realize that the laws of this land are written by legislators whose legislative votes bounce around like ping-pong balls off the wall of the House of Representatives. Big money controls our country and justice gets but a fleeting glimpse from those without it. And justice in the military has been practically a mockery of civilized progress.

Our military and our country need some sweeping reforms one of which is the so-called pacifist agitator whose every public appearance breeds the eccentric elite who has no real interest in the country and dreams of a free people through master manipulations.

Bob Cheyne, Student, Business Dept.

Agents 'lift' gold helmet?

WASHINGTON (UPI) — "Suspicious objects" come in varying forms these days, and President Nixon is missing a gold-engraved New York City firefighter's helmet all because he ordered a precious package wrapped in gold.

The Secret Service wanted to investigate a "suspicious" fan-shaped object比拟

Last week, Nixon invited Michael J. Mayo, president of the Uniformed Firefighters Association, to attend White House services Sunday in the East Room along with 300 other dignitaries.

When the UFA learned of this, they asked Mayo to present Nixon with a firefighter's helmet with the inscription engraved in gold: "President Richard M. Nixon — USA Firefighter No. 1."

But when Mayo, his wife, Catherine, and two of his children arrived at the White House, they found that the Secret Service had stopped him and asked to examine the package he was carrying. The package contained the helmet.

Agents took the package away and never returned it. When the service was ever to be held, Mayo had no helmet to present to the President.

White House officials were unable to locate the missing helmet, but they promised Mayo they would locate it. And they have asked him to return to the White House on Tuesday to make the formal presentation to the President.
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World population talk

A seminar on World Population will be co-sponsored by the Pace Robies Audubon Society and Cuesta Community Colleges on Dec. 5. Guest speaker will be Dr. Gilever C. Stephens, "a Titan of highest scientific credentials," according to Jim Greenhouse, Cuesta Community College director.

Stephens is professor and chairman of the department of Organismic Biology at the University of California at Irvine. The subject for his two lectures will be world population and food, environmental quality, biology, and public policy.

In addition to instructing in the fields of biology and zoology, Stephens has been active in the Ecological Society of America, the Oceanography and Limnology Association, the American Physiological Association, the Association for the Study of Animal Behavior, the New York Academy of Science, and the Western Society of Naturalists.

The first program will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the Pace Robies High School Auditorium; the second program will be Dec. 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the Cuesta College Community Auditorium. The public is invited to both of the programs which will be free.

Railroad sinking fast?

WASHINGTON (UPI) Trustee for the bankrupt Penn Central said recently that unless the railroad can get a $1.78 billion federal loan right away, it will go broke by next March.

railroad — which that much more over the next 3 months.

"The alternative is some form of nationalization of the railroad — which we reject as a counsel of needless despair," Mr. Wirtz said.

Wirtz assured the subcommittee that if Congress authorized the loans or loan guarantees that the money would not be used to satisfy stockholder or debtor obligations. He said it would be used only to keep the railroad operating.

If General Electric can build an electric tractor, why can't they build an electric car?

General Electric is marketing a 14-horsepower rechargeable electric tractor capable of speeds up to 7 miles an hour. We think it's a remarkable innovation. But an electric car it's not. As a garden tractor for home use, Elec-Trak can take advantage of characteristics that would be distinct disadvantages in an electric car.

The availability of fuel is no problem for Elec-Trak. It's designed for limited use near electrified structures. It makes overnight recharging possible.

The heavy weight of the battery, which would slow down a car, means greater applied traction at slow speeds to do its jobs, there are many crucial problems left to be solved.

The most important one, of course, is the development of a substantially better electric battery. Any car built today would be severely limited in range and performance, and probably prohibitively expensive. General Electric is making progress on new batteries, but there's a long way yet to go.

We've experimented with zinc-air batteries. Sodium-sulfur batteries. Sodium-zinc batteries. Lithium-halogen batteries. And others. There are all the problems with all of them. Problems of life-span, cost, practicality.

Still, one might expect Elec-Trak to be the forerunner of a pollution-free automobile. Perhaps it is. But there are many crucial problems left to be solved.

The problems concern us because they concern you. We're a business and you are potential customers and employees. But there's another, more important reason. These problems will affect the future of this country and this planet. We have a stake in that future. As businessmen. And, simply, as people.

We invite your comments. Please write to Central Electric, 10022, 570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
BRAWL ENDS GAME

Mustangs fight to the end

by Terry Canoe
Sports Writer

Many times in our lives, we are instructed by our elders, "It's not whether you win or lose, but how you play the game."

The Mustang football team ended its 1970 campaign by drubbing former sister-school Cal Poly Pomona 41-14.

While most people were home gorging themselves on Thanksgiving turkey, some 1,000 people turned out to witness a game played on a sloppy, rain-soaked field, a game interrupted numerous times by fights and arguments, a game that was climaxed when local law enforcement officers hauled away a young Poly Pomona fan. He was taken away in a squad car because during the fight that prematurely ended the Mustangs with a shovel.

The Mustangs came back from the Intermission to total three more scores, one in the third period and two in the fourth to again beat the Broncos to the end tone.

Scoring for the Mustangs in the second half were Darryl Thomes on a 16 yard run in the third quarter, a 19 yard pass from Milan to tight end Mike Stokes with Valos adding both extra points, and a 19 yard pass play from quarterback Steve Breishman to tight and Aaron Webber. Valos's extra point kick was good.

In winning the turkey-day contest, the Mustangs captured the CCAA conference crown with a 6-0 record and concluded the season with an 8-3 record, the best record for Coach Joe Harper since taking over the head coaching position three years ago. The two wins of the "Harper Era" ended with a 7-3 record, while last year it yielded a 6-4. This brings the Mustangs to a $2-0 record under the Harper regime.

Harper had this to say summarizing this season's showing, "I'm very pleased with our overall record this year, although we had a few disappointments. I'm very proud of all the players for showing their outstanding character of playing every game as a whole team unit."

With the conclusion of the season, Mustang fans have truly seen one of the finest football teams in Mustang history.
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With the conclusion of this season, Mustang fans have truly seen one of the finest football teams in Mustang history.

Not wanting to see duplication in the stands of what had been happening on the field all morning and early afternoon, I meekly replied, "you may be right, but it's really hard to tell from where you and I are sitting.

It is virtually impossible to pick out certain players from each team who were responsible for the unsportsmanlike conduct. The fans who were on the stands were more than willing to join in once the initial incident occurred.

Statistically the game favored the Mustangs in almost every way: first downs rushing, net yards rushing, total offensive yardage, pass interceptions and ball control.

The Mustangs were on the scoreboard three times, twice in the first period and once in the second period, before they allowed the Broncos to answer a second quarter pass from quarterback Ted Flores to flanker John Wiegmann good for 13 yards and the score. Allon Steele added to the score with the conversion kick. The Mustangs scoring came by a two yard run of quarterback Don Milan with Tom Valos adding the extra point and Mike Thomas scoring on a one yard run with Valos adding his second extra point for the first quarter.

The Mustangs concluded their first half scoring in the second quarter when Tom Klemens broke through the middle for 14 yards and Valos made the kick good.

The Mustangs came back from the intermission to total three more scores, one in the third period and two in the fourth to again beat the Broncos to the end tone.